MISSOURI BUILDING BLOCK
PICTURE BOOK AWARD

Cookiesaurus Rex
By Amy Fellner Dominy & Nate Evans
Illustrated by AG Ford

Related Books:
Who Ate All the Cookie Dough? by Karen Beaumont
A Spoonful for Bunny by Emma Dodd
Catch that Cookie! by Hallie Durand (or other Gingerbread Man stories)
The Doorbell Rang by Pat Hutchins
Who Took the Cookie from the Cookie Jar? by Bonnie Lass and Philemon Sturges
A Big Mooncake for Little Star by Grace Lin (add some science to your storytime!)
Mmm, Cookies by Robert Munsch
If You Give a Mouse a Cookie by Laura Numeroff
Cookies: bite-size life lessons by Amy Krouse Rosenthal
Cookie Count by Robert Sabuda
The Duckling Gets a Cookie!? by Mo Willems

Rhymes:
“Pat-a-cake with Cookies”
Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake, baker’s man
Bake me a cookie as fast as you can.
Roll it and pat it and mark it with a C,
And throw it in the oven for you and me!

“5 Yummy Cookies”
5 (4, 3, 2) yummy cookies
All chocolate chip.
Were sitting in the cookie jar
When the table tipped!
The cookie jar tumbled,
1 cookie crumbled,
How many cookies are left?
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1 yummy cookie
It was chocolate chip.
Was sitting in the cookie jar
When the table tipped!
The cookie jar tumbled,
1 cookie crumbled.
How many cookies are left?

Source: FingerTales by Joan Hilyer Phelps, p. 19

**Songs:**
C is for Cookie from Sesame Street
Mouse Cookies and More: A Treasury by Laura Numeroff
Cookie Dance by Pancake Manor - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5EqHicZTSCg](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5EqHicZTSCg)
Ormie the Pig with Cookie Song- [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCwRBQ2n8NA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCwRBQ2n8NA)
Cookie Bookie from GoNoodle - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPkrrDfWC0o](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPkrrDfWC0o)

**Activities:**
Make cookies with edible playdough, add decorations like choc chips, sunflower seeds, etc.
- **Edible Playdough**
  - 1 cup butter
  - 1 ¾ cup powdered sugar
  - 1 ¼ cup powdered milk
  - 1 cup white corn syrup
  - 3 cups flour
  - Mix well and let children play and eat.

Decorate paper cookies - put out brown paper circles (or dinosaur shapes) and let the kids decorate with misc. craft supplies

Play the Who Took the Cookie from the Cookie Jar game – [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mj6l_5vDEAY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mj6l_5vDEAY)

Give kids cookies like above - they could make a C, put them in order, match them to cookies with the numbers on them, count small poms or other items onto the cookies to match the number of dots, etc.